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ASs (Auditing Standards), 573
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  in response to, 637–640
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  deferred tax asset, 180–187
  evaluation of, 222–223
  fair value option for, 73–77
  financial, 54
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  financial statements, 534–535
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Auditing Standards (ASs), 573
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  experienced, 626
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  deferred charges, 230–231
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  investments, 226–227
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capital leases on, 159
defined benefit plan and, 182–183
fair value measurements, 71–73
fair value option, 73–77
foreign currency translation and, 193
operating method and, 161
stockholders’ equity, 77–90
Bankruptcy prediction, 249–251
Basis risk, 609
Bill-and-hold transactions, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 211
Blanket policy, 55–56
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- conversion to stock, 61–62
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- computing price of, 61
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- effective cost of, 57–58
- recording, 60

Bonus method of accounting for partnerships, 111

Book income, 245
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Book value per share, 249
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Brainstorming and fraud, 616
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- contribution margin, 310–313
- overview of, 309–310
- sales mix analysis, 318–320
- target income volume and margin of safety, 313–317

Budget. See also Capital budgeting
- computer-based, 302–307
- earned value concept, 417–419
- financial, 301
- flexible, 276–278
- forecasting project parameters, 420–421
- operating, 300–301
- overview of, 299–301
- for project, preparation of, 416–417
- static, 276–278
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Capital leases, 157–158

Capital rationing, 360

Cash, evaluation of, 223
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Cash collection, estimating using regression, 384–386

Cash discounts, 236

Cash equivalent, 91–92, 202

Cash flow from operations, 91, 95, 239–240

Cash flows statement. See Statement of cash flows

Cells, manufacturing, 336

Change in principle in interim reports, 106

Chief operating decision maker, 128
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- establishing understanding with, 601–602, 634–635
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Code of Professional Conduct (AICPA), 703–708

Coefficient of determination, 380–382

Coefficient of variation, 389–390
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Company performance evaluation. See Performance of company, evaluation of

Comparative statements, 559–564

Compensated absences, 67–68

Compensatory plan, 87

Compensatory stock option plans, 86–87

Compilation. See also Compilation of financial statements
- of comparative statements, 562–564
- of pro forma financial information, 494–498
- of prospective financial statements, 500–503
Compilation of financial statements:
change to review, 487–488
communications and, 469, 490, 498–499
going-concern problem, 486
modification of standard reports, 467–469
other comprehensive basis of accounting, 466–467, 468
overview of, 463–465
prescribed forms, 488–489
reports issued, 465–466
restricted compilation reports, 470, 485–486
specified elements, accounts or items only, 491–494
subsequent discovery of facts, 487
subsequent events, 486–487
written understandings and, 469–470
Completed contract method of revenue recognition, 10
Compliance attestation, 555–557
Compliance audits, 648
Compliance management, 343
Compliance with contracts, 569–571
Comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP, 564–565
Comprehensive income, 4–5
Computer-based budgeting, 302–307
Computer processing, effects of on audits, 586–587
Confidentiality of client information, 603, 706
Confirmation process, 595–597
Consistency modification to audit reports, 454–455
Consistency of financial statements, evaluation of, 670–671
Consolidations, 139–143, 153–154
Constraints, theory of, 327
Construction contracts, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 212
Consulting services, 697–698
Consumer loyalty programs, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 212–213
Contingent fees, 706
Contingent liabilities, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 207
Contractual agreements, compliance with, 569–571
Contribution approach, 278–279
Contribution margin, 310–313
Contribution price, 322
Contributions, recording of, 18
Control activities, 428
Control environment, 427
Control risk:
assessment of, 431–432, 437–438
definition of, 632
derivatives, hedging activities, securities, and, 610
Conversion:
of bond to stock, 61–62
doctor to equity, 63–65
involuntary, 48–49
Convertible debt, 63–64
Convertible securities, 24, 27
Corporate Balanced Scorecard, 295–297
Corporate solvency, evaluation of, 236–239
Correlation coefficient, 380
Corridor method, 176
Cost approach to valuation, 72
Cost-based price, 297–298
Cost basis in statement of financial condition, 109
Cost center performance:
fixed overhead variances, 264–267
labor variances, 261
materials variances, 259–261
measurement of, 258
mix and yield variances, 267–276
standard costing, 259
variable overhead variances, 261–263
Cost centers, 256
Cost drivers, 334, 335
Costing:
activity-based, 331–334
backflush, 339–342
standard, cost center performance, 259
target, 327–331
Cost method for treasury stock, 81
Cost performance index, 420–421
Cost-plus pricing, 328–331
Costs:
actual versus budgeted, 417
advertising, 23
appraisal, 337
differential, 321
discretionary, 240–242
earned value analysis, 418–421
environmental, 342–345
failure, 337, 344
fixed, 279, 309, 325
incremental, 321
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initial direct, 161, 163
inventory, 404
opportunity, 397–398
prevention, 337, 344
quality, 337
relevant, 321
research and development, 20–23
standard, 258–259
sunk, 321
variable and fixed, 309
whole-life, 328
Cost-to-cost method of revenue recognition, 10
Cost variances, 420
Cost-volume formula, 276
Cost-volume-profit analysis. See CVP analysis
Court system for taxes, 692–694
Creditor and troubled debt restructuring, 126
Credit risk, 609
Critical path, 413–414, 416
Cumulative preferred stock, 78
Currency. See Foreign currency
Current files, 629
Curtailment in pension plan, 181–182
CVP analysis:
contribution margin, 310–313
overview of, 309–310
sales mix analysis, 318–320
target income volume and margin of safety, 313–317
Cycles and assessment of control risk, 437–438
Debt:
extinguishment of, 62–65
refinancing short-term to long-term, 68–69
Debtor and troubled debt restructuring, 125–126
Decision making:
under certainty, 387–388
chief operating decision maker, 128
nonroutine decisions, 320–327
under uncertainty, 388–393
Decision matrix, 390–391
Decision Support System (DSS), 387
Decision tree analysis, 392–393
Deconsolidations, 141–142
Deferred charges, evaluation of, 230–231
Deferred tax asset/liability, 186
Deficiencies in internal control:
definition of, 664
disclosures, 180–181
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 207–208
trustee reporting for, 182–183
Defined contribution plan, 170, 171–172
Depreciation:
accelerated, 362–363
detection risk, 632
Development and research, costs of, 20–23
development-stage entities, 123–124
differential costs, 321
disposal of equipment, 367
disposal of long-lived assets, 46–48
disposal activities, 70–71
discontinued operations:
evaluation of, 245–246
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 213
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 205–206
MACRS rule, 363–367
Derived products, 198–200, 609–612
designated accounting standard setter, 654
detachable stock warrants, 87
details of account balances, 446
disclaimers of opinion in audit reports, 459–460, 541–542, 580
disclosures. See Accounting disclosures
discontinued operations:
evaluation of, 245–246
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 213
overview of, 6–8
discount, bonds issued at, 58–60
discounted cash flow methods, 352
discretionary costs, 240–242
dividends, 84–86, 151
Dividend yield, 249
Documentation. See also Audit documentation containing audited financial statements, 648–650 of fraud, 618–619 of review of financial statements, 481 Dollar-value LIFO method of inventory valuation, 40 DSS (Decision Support System), 387 DuPont formula, 289–290
Earned value analysis, 418–421 Earnings per share (EPS):
Fair value method: assets and liabilities, 73–77, 156
stock option plans, 87
Federal securities statutes, filings under, 582
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB): Accounting Standards Codification, 113–114 hierarchy of GAAP and, 113 Norwalk Agreement, 200
Financial assets, 54
Financial budget, 301
Financial statement analysis. See also Bankruptcy prediction, 249–251 Horizontal and vertical analysis, 221–222 Industry comparison, 220–221 Liquidation value, 251–252 Purpose of, 219–220 Trend analysis, 221
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Financing activities, 93, 95–96
Financing arrangements, 13–15
Fire loss, 56–57
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General contingencies, 66
Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). See also GAAP-IFRS differences
departure from, 456–458
hierarchy of, 113
quality control standards and, 579
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, revisions to, 629–630
Geometric mean, 371–372
Goal programming, 398, 400–402
Going-concern problems, 486, 592–594
Goodness of fit in regression, 380–381
Goodwill:
evaluation of, 230
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 206–207
overview of, 51–52
Goodwill method of accounting for partnerships, 112
Graphical approach:
to calculating breakeven point, 312–313
to linear programming, 396–397
Gross profit analysis, 281–288
Growth rate, 248
Hedges, 136, 196–197
Hedging:
auditing hedging activities, 609–613
foreign currency transactions, 198, 199–200
Held-to-maturity securities, 77, 148
Hierarchy list of fair value, 71, 72–73
High inflationary environment, 192
Horizontal analysis, 221–222
Host Budget software, 307–308
Human resources, 700
If-converted method of diluted EPS, 27
IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards), 200. See also GAAP-IFRS differences
Illegal acts by clients, 590–591
Impairment losses, 612
Impairment of long-lived assets, 46–48, 213–214
Imputed interest, 133–135
Income:
in interim reports, 105–106
residual, 244, 291–293
taxable, 245
Income approach to valuation, 72
Income statement analysis:
accounting policies, 242–243
cash flow from operations, 239–240
degree of certainty in estimates, 243–244
discontinued operations, 245–246
discretionary costs, 240–242
foreign operations, 245
growth rate, 248
market value measures, 248–249
operating leverage, 247–248
profitability measures, 248
residual income, 244
stability of earnings, 246–247
taxable income, 245
Income statements. See also Income statement analysis
advertising costs, 23
capital leases, 159
comprehensive income, 4–5
contributions, 18
discontinued operations, 6–8
earnings per share, 23–29
extraordinary items, 5–6
foreign currency translation and, 193
format, 4
GAAP-IFRS differences, 210–215
multiple deliverables, 18–19
nonrecurring items, 6
operating method and, 161
research and development costs, 20–23
restructuring charges, 23
revenue recognition, 8–17
software revenue recognition, 19–20
Income tax accounting:
capital budgeting and, 361–363
deferred tax liability and deferred tax asset, 186–187
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 208–209
indefinite reversal, 188–189
intraperiod tax allocation, 185
loss carrybacks and carryforwards, 185
target income volume and, 315
tax rates, 187–188
temporary and permanent differences, 184–185
Income tax cash flows, changes in, 170
Incorporation of business, 110
Incremental analysis, 321–322
Incremental costs, 321
Indefinite reversals, 188–189
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Independence:
 of auditor, 594–595, 685–686, 703–705
 with respect to entities, 494, 498
Indirect reconciliation method, statement of cash flows, 95
Inducement offer, 63
Industry comparison, 220–221
Inflation rates, 192
Information technology (IT) and internal control, 429–430
Inherent risk, 632
Initial direct costs, 161, 163
Inquiries applicable to review engagements, 473–479
Installment method of revenue recognition, 12
Insurance, 54–57
Insurance contracts, 200
Intangible assets:
 accounting for, 50
 definition of, 49
 disclosures for, 53
 evaluation of, 229–230
 GAAP-IFRS differences on, 206–207
 goodwill, 51–52
 impairment, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 214
 new product costs, organization costs, leaseholds, 52
 trademarks, trade names, franchises, licenses, copyrights, 53
 useful life, 50–51
Integrated audits. See Internal control examination integrated with financial audit
Intercompany eliminations, 139–140
Interest, imputed, 133–135
Interim reports:
 change in principle and, 106
 frequency of, 103
 income and losses in, 105–106
 preparation of, 103–104
 prior-period adjustments, 106–107
SSARS compared to SAS requirements, 647–648
 taxes in, 105
Internal audit function, 594–595
Internal control. See also Internal control examination integrated with financial audit; Tests of control
 adverse opinions on, 539–541
 communications related to, 642–647
control risk, 431
cycle approach, 437–438
deficiencies and material weaknesses in, 642–647, 664
detection risk and, 437
disclaimers of opinion on, 541–542
flowcharts, 431, 432, 433–434
information technology and, 429–430
over financial reporting, sample reports, 535–546
overview of, 426–432
risk of management override of, 617
at service organizations, 546–555
statistical methods and, 438–442
unqualified opinions on, 536–537, 543–544
Internal control examination integrated with financial audit:
adverse opinions, 532
approach to, 663
communications, 527–529, 666
concluding, 526
entity-level controls, 524
modification of reports, 669–670
overview of, 520–521, 662
period-end financial reporting process, 524
planning, 521–522
reports, 529–533, 666–669
representations from management, 665
risk of fraud, 522–523
roll-forward procedures, 525–526
scaling, 522, 662
scope limitations, 533
SSAE 15 provisions, 518–519
subsequent events, 533–534
substantive procedures, 535–536
terminaloogy, 519–520
tests of controls, 525, 534–535, 663–664
top-down approach, 523–524
written representations, 527
Internal rate of return (IRR), 355–358
Internal Revenue Code, 691
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), 200. See also GAAP-IFRS differences
Intraperiod tax allocation, 185
Inventory:
evaluation of, 224–226
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 202–203
just-in-time, 334–337, 339, 340
losses on, 6
Inventory (Continued)
planning and controlling, 404–410
valuation of, 36–38
Inventory buildup, 224–225
Inventory models, types of, 404–410
Investing activities, 92–93, 95–96
Investment centers, 256, 288–292
Investment decisions under ROI and RI, 292–293
Investments:
evaluation of, 226–227
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 203
MACRS rule and, 363–367
mutually exclusive, 359–360
securities, 148–152
Involuntary conversion, 48–49
IRR (internal rate of return), 355–358
IT (information technology) and internal control, 429–430
Just-in-time (JIT), 334–337, 339, 340
Labor variances, 261
Lawyers, inquiries of, concerning litigation, claims, and assessments, 576–578
Leadership responsibilities, 702
Learning curve, 402–404
Leasehold improvements, 230
Leases:
GAAP-IFRS differences on, 209
lessee, 157–160
lessor, 160–166
leveraged, 168–170
overview of, 156–157
sales-leaseback arrangements, 167
subleases, 167–168
Legal risk, 609
Letters. See also Representation letters
of audit inquiry, 576–578
comfort, 598
engagement, 601, 634–635
Leverage, operating, 247–248
Leveraged leases, 168–170
Liabilities:
bonds payable, 57–62
callable obligations by creditor, 69
compensated absences, 67–68
contingent, GAAP-IFRS differences on, 207
deferred tax liability, 186–187
estimated, 65–66
evaluation of, 232–234
exit or disposal activities, 70–71
extinguishment of debt, 62–65
fair value option for, 73–77
long-term purchase obligations, 70
refinancing of debt, 68–69
special termination benefits, 68
types of, 57
unrecorded, 233–234
Life-cycle costing, 327–331
LINDO (Linear Interactive and Discrete Optimization) software, 398, 399
Linear programming:
overview of, 394
problem formulation, 394–395
scarce resources and, 327
shadow prices, 397–398
software for, 398, 399
solution methods, 395–397
Liquidation:
of investments in foreign entities, 193–194
of partnerships, 112
Liquidation value, 251–252
Liquidity, evaluation of, 234–236
Long-lived assets, impairment or disposal of, 46–48, 213–214
Loss:
contingent, 49
foreign currency transaction, 194–196
impairment, 612
in interim reports, 105–106
partnerships and, 112
Loss carrybacks and carryforwards, 186
Loss contingencies, 65–66
Lotus 1-2-3, 384
Lower of cost or market value method of inventory valuation, 36–37
MACRS rule, 363–367
Make-or-buy decisions, 323–324
Management representations. See Representation letters
Management’s assertion, unqualified opinions on, 537–539
Management’s Discussion and Analysis, 557
Managing constraints, 327
Manufacturing cells, 336
Margin of safety, 315
Market approach to valuation, 72
Market price, 297
Market risk, 609
Market value measures, 248–249
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